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SOME PROPERTIES OF NONCOMMUTATIVE Hl SPACES
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(Communicated by William J. Davis)

Abstract. In this paper it is proved that every T in the trace class operators,

Cj , has a unique best approximant from A , the set of upper triangular matrices

in Cj ; and that cx /A is weakly sequentially complete.

1. Introduction

This paper studies some analogies between the Hp spaces and their noncom-

mutative counterpart: the nest algebras in the Schatten p class cp .

Prior research in this direction includes the work of Macaev [Ma] and

Gohberg and Krein [GK] who proved that nest algebras in c are comple-

mented in c for 1 < p < oc and uncomplemented for p — 1 and p = oo,

as in the Hp case in Lp ; the work of Fall, Arveson, and Muhly [FAM] who

proved the analogue of the result of Sarason [S] that says that H°° + C is closed

in Lx ; and the work of Feeman [F] who proved an analogue of the result of

Luecking [Lu] that says that (H°° + C)/H°° is an Af-ideal in LJH°° . See

Power [Po2] for an excellent survey paper on the subject.

We are going to show that every T e cy has a unique best approximant from

any nest algebra in c, ; i.e., nest algebras in c} are Chebychev subspaces of cx ;

as in the H , L, case, (see [K]); and that c, modulo a nest algebra in cx is

weakly sequentially complete, as in LJH1  (see [P] and [G]).

2. Preliminaries

In this paper H denotes a separable Hilbert space and c   the Schatten p

class, i.e., the space of all operators in B(H) for which \T\   = (Xr(T*T)"' ) 'p

is finite. For information on these spaces see [M].

We identify B(H) with (c,)* under the trace duality; i.e., for T G B(H),

4>T G (c,)* is defined by <t>T(A) — \x(TA).
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By a nest of projections in H we mean any linearly ordered set 3° of or-

thogonal projections that is closed in the strong operator topology and contains

0 and I. For P e 90 we denote P~ = sup{ß G 9°: Q < P}. Two of the most

common nests of projections are the following:

The discrete nest. Let (e¡) be an orthonormal basis for H and let P¡

be the orthogonal projection onto span{^ : 1 < j < i}.

The Volterra nest. Let H = L2[0, 1] and for 0 < t < 1 let Pt be the

orthogonal projection onto the subspace of all functions supported on

[0,t].

If ¿P is a nest of projections on H, the nest algebra induced by 3P is the

set of all operators T in B(H) that leave every element of & invariant; i.e.,

Si = A\g3° = {T G B(H): (I - P)TP = 0 for every Pea0}.

We will also consider

i0 = {iE B(H): (I - P~)TP = 0 for every P G 9°}.

For the discrete nest, si represents the upper triangular operators Tx, and sf0

the strictly upper triangular. For the Volterra nest, sf =sfQ.

For 1 < p < oc we denote the nest algebras in c   by

si" = Wgâ6 n cp   and   sf0" =s/0r\cp.

We are ready to make the analogies explicit:

Lp(T),   \<p <oo^cp,   1</?<oo,

LJT)~B{H),
C(T)~K(H),

HP(T),   \<p <oo~s/p ,   l<p<oo,

H°°(T)<-*sf.

We need to introduce one more concept. Let (e¡) be a fixed orthonormal

basis for H and D a subset of N x N. By the *-diagram induced by D

we mean the set 5? of all operators in B(H) or c, that have no component

outside D ; i.e., (i, j) £ D implies that (et, Te) — 0. To represent them we

write a * at the elements of D and 0 otherwise; e.g.,

/*    0   *\
5e= [ 0   *    0     .

V*    *    0/

It is easy to see that if 5? is a *-diagram then (S" n c, ) , the set of all T

in B(H) that annihilates S? n cx under the trace duality, is also a *-diagram

satisfying: (i, j) e D^, «■ (j, i) £ D^± . This follows from the fact that the

elements of S? S? must have zero diagonal.
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Finally, if X is a Banach space we say that a subspace Y of X is Chebychev

if for every x e X there is a unique y G Y such that

||jc-.y|| = d(x, 7) = inf{||jc-z||: zeY).

3. Unique best approximations in nest algebras

In this section we prove the noncommutative analogue of the unique best

approximations of H   in L, .

Theorem 1. Nest algebras in cx are Chebychev subspaces of cx.

The proof of Theorem 1 follows immediately from the following proposition

and lemmas. Proposition 1 finds necessary conditions on a u;*-closed subspace

of c, to have more than one best approximant and Lemmas 2, 3 show that nest

algebras do not have that condition. We want to point out that both lemmas

are trivial for the discrete nest algebra.

We start with an easy lemma.

Lemma 1. Let T e cx and U G B(H) besuch that \\U\\ < 1 and tr(UT) = \T\X .

Then UT = \T\ and U is an isometry on the range of T.

Proof. Find (<f>() and (y/¿) orthonormal sequences and A; > 0 such that

r = ÇA/^®^.   and   m^ ÇA,..

Since l7F = YVA^t/^wehave tr(UT) = £¿Xi(</>,., Ui//¡). Hence, \\U\\ <

1 implies that for every i, (<f>¡, Uy/¡) = 1 ; i.e., Ùy/i — 4>r   ü

Proposition 1. Let 5? be a w*-closed subspace of cx. If 5^ is not Chebychev

then S?LS? contains a nonzero selfadjoint element.

Proof. The u;*-closedness of 5? guarantees the existence of the best approx-

imants. Assume that we do not have uniqueness. Then we can find T g S"

and A eS*, A ^ 0 satisfying:

\T\x=d(T,<9>)=\,

\T±A\X = \T\X.

Since d(T + A,5^) = \T + A\x we can find U e ^x , ||C/|| < 1, such that

tr(U{T + A)) = \T + A\X. Hence, by Lemma 1, U(T + A) = \T + A\.

Since U G yx and A G S" we have that tr(U(T+A)) = tr(UT). Therefore,

\T\X = ir + ^l, = tr(UT) ; and then, by Lemma 1 again, UT = \T\.
Therefore,

UA = U(T + A)- UT

= \T + A\-\T\

is clearly selfadjoint. It remains to prove that UA ^ 0.
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If U A — 0, U(T + A) = UT ; and since U is an isometry on the ranges of

T + A and T, we have that for every x e H

\\(T + A)x\\ = \\U{T + A)x\\

= \\UTx\\ = \\Tx\\.

Similarly, obtain ||(T - A)x\\ = \\Tx\\. Then, by the parallelogram law we get

the equality

\\(T + A)x\\2 + \\(T- A)x\\2 = 2[\\Tx\\2 + \\Axf] ;

which implies trivially that A = 0, contradicting the original assumption.   D

The next lemma is an easy consequence of a result from [FAM] that says that

(JÍq)1 = si ; and its corollary: If T G sf0l then tr(T) = 0.

Lemma 2.   (sfl)±=si0.

Proof. It follows from the comment above that (s/l)± c si . Assume that we

can find T e(sfl)± such that T $ siQ . Then we can find P G 3a such that

(P-P~)T(P-P~)¿0.

Find x G (P - P~)H such that (P - P~)Tx = y f 0. It is easy to see that

y ® x G si ' and that

\x(T(y®x)) = (y, Tx)

= ((P-P')y,Tx)

= (y,y)>0,

contradicting the fact that Te (s/l)± .

For the other inclusion let T G sf0 and A e sf] . Since TA e sfQl we have

that tr(7\4) = 0 as mentioned above. Therefore T e (s/1)1.   D

The proof of Theorem 1 will follow from the next lemma because if we had

more than one best approximation in si we could find a nonzero selfadjoint

element in (si ' )Lsi ' = siQsi ' = sf0l .

Lemma 3. If T essfQ   and T is selfadjoint then T = 0.

Proof. Since T is selfadjoint and T e s/Q we have that T* e siQl as well.

Therefore, T*T £sfQl . By the comment above Lemma 2 we have that tr(T*T)

= 0. Hence T = 0.   □

Remark. It follows also from the previous lemma and the comment above

Lemma 2 that sfQl is Chebychev as well.

4. Unique best approximations in ^-diagrams

In this section we prove that the converse of Proposition 1 holds if the un-

closed subspace is a ^-diagram.
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Proposition 2. Let S' be a ^-diagram. If S* S" contains a nonzero selfadjoint

element then S' is not Chebychev.

The proof of the proposition depends on the following particular case.

Lemma 4. Let S' — ( J \ ). Then 5? is not Chebychev.

Proof. Let T = (°¿) . Then T €S"x, \\T\\ = 1 and

TT=\T\,

T(T + I) = \T + I\.

Therefore, d(T,S*) = |T|, and d(T + I, S?) = |r + /|,. Since (T + I) - T
is in S0, we have more than one best approximant.   D

Remark. The previous lemma is immediately more general. If we pick the rows

i and j and the columns k and / in such a way that we have a * at (i, k)

and (;', /) and a zero at (i, /) and (j, k), then we can find U and V unitary

(changing rows and columns) such that

/*    0   •••>,

u^v =   o  *

Then, since US^V clearly is not Chebychev, S? also is not.

Proof of Proposition 2. If 5? 5? contains a nonzero selfadjoint element, we can

find i ^ j such that S" &* contains an element with components at (i, j)

and (j, i).

The only way this can happen is if for some k we have a * at (/', k) in

$* and a * at (k, j) in S". Since the diagonal elements of S" S? must be

zero we have a zero at (k, i) in S?. Then we have:

*at(/c,7)in^,

Oat (fc, i) in S>.

Similarly, we can find some / such that we have a * at (j, I) in S" and

at (/, i) in S" and a zero at (/, j) in S" ; i.e.,

* at (/, i) in S',

0 at (/, /) in S".

Therefore, it follows from the previous remark that S" does not have unique

best approximations.   D

Remark. The hypothesis of Proposition 2 is very easy to check for ^-diagrams.

Take the smallest ^-diagram containing S* 5? and check that for some /', j

it contains a * at (/, /) and at (j, i). It is clear from the proof of Proposition

2 that this forces S^L5^ to have a nonzero selfadjoint element.
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Remark. In his dissertation the author asked if Proposition 2 holds for arbitrary

w'-closed subspaces. Recently, V. Mascioni gave a counterexample for it that

will appear elsewhere.

5. Continuity of the unique best approximation

In this section we study some properties of the unique best approximation

projection whenever it exists. In particular, we show that it is continuous for

nest algebras in cx but not uniformly continuous, as in the commutative case

(see [K]).

Proposition 3. Let S? be a w* -closed subspace of the trace class operators with

unique best approximations and P: c, -»y the unique best approximation

projection. Then P is continuous.

Proof. The projection is not linear but for A e 5? and for T G c, we have

P(T + A) = P(T) + A . This allows us to reduce the proof to the case \T\X =

d(T,2>).
Let T ecx such that \T\X = d(T, S?) = 1 . Let Tn -> T and e > 0.

For simplicity let An = P(Tn). Since d(- ,5?) is continuous we have that

Find N > 1 and E an TV-dimensional projection such that

\T-ETE\X <e.

Claim.  limn_>oo EAnE — 0.

We postpone the proof of the claim and finish.

It is clear that we have

\T-AH\X> yJ\E(T - An)E\\ + \E^(T - An)E\\ ,

\T-An\x > s]\E(T - An)E\] + \E(T - An)EL\],

\T - An\x>\E(T - An)E\x + \E^(T - An)E\.

Since EAnE -» 0 and EXTE, ETEX , and E±TE± are very small, a stan-

dard computation gives that for n large enough

\E±AnE\x<4e,

\EAnE\<4e,

|£x^£-L|1<4e.

Therefore, for n large enough

14,1, < 15«.

It remains to prove the claim.
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Let B be a w*-limit point of EAnE . Since E is finite-dimensional we can

find a subsequence EAn E —> B . If B ^ 0 it is clear that any w*-limit point

C of 4   is nonzero, giving us the equality

\T-C\x=d(T,<¥>),

and contradicting the uniqueness of the best approximation.

Remark. If si = A\gâ° is a nest algebra and P: cx —► j^ is the unique best

approximation projection, then P is not uniformly continuous. Indeed, since

sf0 is a dual space (see [Po2]), then by a result of Lindenstrauss [L], we would

have a bounded linear projection onto sf0l ; but Macaev [Ma] proved that sf0l

is uncomplemented in c, .

6.   Cx/S/Ql   IS WEAKLY SEQUENTIALLY COMPLETE

In this section we point out that by combining results of Feeman [F], Gode-

froy [G], Li [Li], and the classical result of Dixmier [D] we get:

Proposition 4.  cx/siQ   is weakly sequentially complete.

We now list those theorems. The proof of Proposition 4 is an easy conse-

quence of them.

Theorem 2 (Godefroy [G], Li [Li]). Let F be a Banach space which is an L-

summand in its bidual; i.e., F** = F ©, Fs for some Fs subset of F** ; and

E c F an L-summand in its bidual. Then F/E is weakly sequentially complete.

Theorem 3 (Dixmier [D]). B(H)* = cx ©, K(H)1 .

Theorem 4 (Feeman [F]). Suppose that 4> € B(H)* and has the decomposition,

as in Theorem 3, 4> = cf>0 + cf>r where (f>0 G K(H)L and 4>T is induced by the

operator T G c,. // <f> G si±, then (fi0 G sfx and <f>T G si1' as well.

Remark. Theorem 4 is also true for si^ ; the proof is basically the same. It

follows then that cx ¡si ' is weakly sequentially complete.
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